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Abstract: This paper presents an ex ante analysis of a novel groundwater management reform being considered by irrigators in the Diamond
Valley, Nevada. Groundwater extraction for irrigation in the valley has considerably exceeded the natural recharge rate since the 1960s.
The area was recently declared a critical management area (CMA) by the State Engineer of Nevada, which will trigger curtailment of water
rights unless other action halts unsustainable abstraction. We examined the likely impacts of a number of potential institutional structures that
could be implemented as part of groundwater reform in the Diamond Valley. The major reform is a conversion from a priority-based curtailment of existing water rights to a shares-based system of gradually decreasing basinwide pumping allocations, an approach that offers some
economic benefits to the region. The beneficial reforms, namely creation of a common market in which to trade rights and an ability to
gradually, rather than suddenly, curtail rights, can be built into the existing priority-based rights structure. However, the conversion of rights to
shares offers limited additional basinwide benefits, and mainly affects farmer profits through the redistribution of some profit from senior
rights holders to junior rights holders. The redistributional nature of the institutional reform, paired with limited broader gains, may make it
difficult to reach legal agreement regarding changes to established priority-based water rights institutions. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)WR.19435452.0001032. © 2019 American Society of Civil Engineers.
Author keywords: Water markets; Groundwater; Hydroeconomic model; Depletion; Efficiency; Western United States.

Introduction
The establishment of water markets that allow trading of allocations among rights holders is an increasingly common policy for
managing water. Worldwide, markets are now prevalent in a number of surface water systems, both between agricultural users and
between users in different sectors, particularly during times of
drought. Prominent examples include Australia’s Murray–Darling
Basin (Grafton et al. 2011; Wheeler et al. 2014), and numerous
basins in Chile (Bauer 2004; Hearne and Easter 1997) and the
western United States (Brookshire et al. 2004; Howitt and Hansen
2005). The impetus for establishing these systems often comes
from scarcity arising due to biophysical limits or governmentor community-specified caps on total extractions. Markets allow
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individuals to buy and sell well-defined water rights up to the
level of the specified cap (Debaere et al. 2014). Although systems
differ in the type of rights—permanent water rights or temporary
allocations of water, for example—that may be traded, market
institutions assist in the reallocation of water toward highermarginal-value uses and sectors (Lund and Israel 1995; Rosegrant
and Binswanger 1994; Vaux and Howitt 1984) or regions
(Hadjigeorgalis 2009), and the water price created provides a dynamic incentive for efficiency improvements (Chong and Sunding
2006; Thobanl 1997). Even where formal water markets do not
exist, water users sometimes engage in informal trading in order
to capture efficiency gains (Easter et al. 1999).
Trading systems for groundwater offer similar potential for
improving economic efficiency (Knapp et al. 2003; Shah 1993;
Palazzo and Brozovic 2014). However, despite theorized benefits,
formal groundwater markets remain less common than surface
water markets. This is due to most systems’ lack of secure and volumetrically defined water rights, a prerequisite to trade (Gao et al.
2013). In addition, groundwater rights are almost always correlative, meaning that they are linked to specific land parcels and therefore difficult for private users to move over space. The efficiency
benefits of markets may further be constrained by transaction costs,
third-party costs, and reductions in employment in areas that export
water rights for use elsewhere (Easter et al. 1999; Lund and Israel
1995). These effects must be balanced against the potential gains
from trades.
Particularly relevant for groundwater, however, is the fact
that trading can minimize the economic cost of transitioning from
uncapped management (or lack of management) to capped management following severance of existing rights. This transition is
important given both the economic importance of groundwater
(Maupin et al. 2014; Zektser et al. 2005; WWAP 2015; Shah
et al. 2007) and the rapid rate of depletion facing many aquifers
today, which will likely induce greater policy action in the near
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future (Wada et al. 2010). Failure to properly manage groundwater
resources can result in high extraction (Bruggink 1992; Famiglietti
et al. 2011), reduce the sustainability of supply for human purposes,
increase pumping costs, and cause environmental degradation of
groundwater-fed surface streams and wetlands (Hornbeck and
Keskin 2014; Wada et al. 2010; Zektser and Everett 2000). These
challenges have led to widespread calls for reduced total use and
more-efficient management (Gleeson et al. 2010; McCarl et al.
1999). In California, groundwater markets have emerged as one
potential tool to help agricultural users meet the objectives laid out
in the state’s Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, passed into
law in 2014 (Babbitt et al. 2017; Green-Nylen et al. 2017).
As more aquifers face these problems, research that quantitatively assesses the potential benefits (and costs) of groundwater
trading is required. We undertook an ex ante analysis of a novel
groundwater management reform being considered by irrigators
in the Diamond Valley, Nevada. Groundwater extraction for irrigation in the valley has considerably exceeded the natural recharge
rate since the 1960s. This has caused large and ongoing decreases
in the aquifer level of up to 3 ft=year. The area was recently declared a critical management area (CMA) by the State Engineer
of Nevada (NDWR 2015), which will trigger curtailment of rights
unless other action halts unsustainable abstraction. Consistent with
the doctrine of prior appropriation (Bryner and Purcell 2003;
Harrison 2001), which ranks the legitimacy of rights in order of
seniority, curtailment will target water rights in reverse order of
seniority.
As is allowed by Nevada state law, the irrigator community
plans to propose an alternative schedule of graduated water-rights
cuts, alongside new provisions for groundwater trading and banking to avoid the default cut. One suggested management regime
would redefine existing groundwater rights as shares of an overall
extraction total, rather than as fixed quantities, that would also
be tradable between farmers within the valley (ECD 2015; Young
2015). This is similar to the rights structure that is used for
management of surface water and some groundwater resources in
Australia’s Murray–Darling Basin (O’Keefe 2011; Connor and
Kaczan 2013; Young 2014).
Our analysis used a hydroeconomic model to integrate essential
features of the spatially distributed resource, the dynamics of abstraction, and the profit-maximizing behavior of farmers; Harou et al.
(2009) provided an overview of hydroeconomic models. Water trading is driven by the marginal economic value of water, as determined
by crop production functions and the cost of pumping, which varies
with groundwater depth. The aquifer level varies spatially across the
study area, and temporally due to both localized seasonal drawdown,
and basinwide annual drawdown. The aquifer sensitivity to extractions was calibrated using Diamond Valley well abstraction data
from 1960 to 2013. The behavior of actors was described by a profit
function optimized subject to institutional and biophysical constraints. Along with the quantity of water applied, agricultural production was allowed to vary due to cropping and fallowing options
commonly used by farmers in the Diamond Valley. Individual irrigators are well-described as profit-maximizing agents subject to constraint, but this framework does not account for the externalities
associated with pumping, in particular the increased pumping costs
in the future associated with lower overall groundwater tables. Section “Depth to Groundwater” discusses (and presents calculations
for) this externality cost and the associated socially optimal groundwater level to put the various management plans under consideration
in the Diamond Valley into context.
The Diamond Valley offers important advantages as a case study
site for the analysis of groundwater trading. It is a relatively simple
and isolated system, allowing for high confidence in model results
© ASCE

and the opportunity to clearly understand the implications of institutional changes. Furthermore, the policy changes are relatively
novel, and if successful, could be extended to other locations in
the United States with declining water tables. The changes represent a departure from two longstanding principles of western US
water law, prior appropriation (honoring water rights by seniority)
and beneficial use (an obligation to apply water to specified purposes within a set timeframe, albeit often unenforced), by allowing
low-cost farmer-to-farmer trading and water banking (whereby
unutilized rights can be used at a later date). Our study also provides insight into the factors that influence the potential benefits of
groundwater trading.

Existing Markets for Groundwater Allocation
A number of markets and trading institutions for groundwater
exist globally, despite the governance challenges that often face
such systems. Functioning formal markets exist in parts of the
Murray–Darling Basin in Australia (O’Keefe 2011), and in many
parts of the southwestern United States (e.g., Arizona and the
Edwards Aquifer in Texas) (Debaere et al. 2014; Votteler 2011).
The Australian markets see trade in both annual leases and permanent extraction rights, i.e., rights are unbundled (Young 2014).
In 2012–2013, 126 GL [102,150 acre-ft (AF)] of groundwater
(both entitlements and allocations), or approximately 6% of total
groundwater rights, were traded in New South Wales (NWC
2014). The Edwards Aquifer of Texas is managed with extraction
restrictions to protect spring-dependent ecosystems (Howe 2002).
These restrictions were initially specified by a cap on permanent
water rights, and since 2007 have taken the form of a cap on water
allocations during drought periods (Debaere et al. 2014). Trading of
allocations is permitted below these limits. In 2011, over 500 trades
transferred more than 52.5 GL (42,500 AF) of water between irrigators or from irrigators to municipal users (Sugg 2013). Although
it was suggested that greater trading is hampered by a lack of price
transparency (Debaere et al. 2014), there is anecdotal evidence that
trade from agricultural to municipal users (in particular, the city of
San Antonio) has spurred investment in irrigation efficiency and
lowered the cost of water supply augmentation (Richter 2014).
Informal groundwater markets are more common. In irrigated
areas of Pakistan, groundwater is leased on a temporary basis—
in exchange for cash or crop shares—by bore well owners to nearby
properties without access to groundwater (Khair et al. 2012). These
informal trades have occurred in response to rapid depletion of
groundwater resources and are reportedly helping to drive efficiency investments. In China, informal groundwater markets arose
with the spread of private wells following agricultural reforms. By
2004, 44% of villages in the North China Plain were reported to
have active groundwater markets, and there is evidence that these
markets improve water use efficiency (Zhang et al. 2010). In India,
groundwater irrigation accounts for over two-thirds of the country’s
total irrigated area, and informal markets for pumping services supply groundwater to approximately half of that area (Banerji et al.
2012; Mukherji 2008).
Although there is considerable literature investigating these
informal institutions, mainly using econometric (ex post) or qualitative approaches, few studies explicitly modeled formal groundwater trading in either existing or proposed forms. Exceptions
include Knapp et al. (2003), who used a hydroeconomic model
to predict the welfare impact of trade from Central Valley irrigators
to municipal users in southern California with and without a market.
Blanco-Gutierrez et al. (2011) modeled the cost reductions achieved
by implementing a market, among other policies, to limit extraction
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from Spain’s Mancha aquifer. Social cost savings were limited;
however, their model showed that trading reduces private costs.
Similarly, Gao et al. (2013) modeled cost reductions from implementing a cap on extractions from Western Australia’s Gnangara
system. They found considerable benefits to trade, but the policy
design was complicated by a need for spatially differentiated restrictions, given heterogeneous environmental impacts of extraction
across the area served by the aquifer.
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Study Setting
The Diamond Valley is a relatively remote irrigation district in
Eureka County in central Nevada with a county population of
approximately 2,000. It lies at the hydrological terminus of an interconnected regional hydrographic flow system. Water flow occurs
along ephemeral surface streams and contributes to subsurface
groundwater flow (Knochenmus et al. 2011). The system is isolated, both hydrologically and administratively, and neither feeds
into further catchments nor crosses state borders. The valley’s
climate can be characterized as semiarid midlatitude steppe in the
basin lowlands, and as subhumid continental in the mountains
which rise on either side of the valley. Annual precipitation averages 10 in. but is highly variable (WRCC 2005).
The primary economic activity in the Diamond Valley is the
cropping of high-quality timothy hay and alfalfa, irrigated using
center-pivot technology with groundwater extracted from the valley’s underlying aquifer. The economic value of these two crops
alone is approximately $22.4 million annually (HEC 2014). A minimal amount of water (∼5%) is additionally used for winter grain
production, for ranching, and for urban uses (Tumbusch and Plume
2006). Irrigation in the region commenced in the 1950s, expanded
to approximately 29,000 acres in the mid-1980s, and has remained
roughly at that level in the years since, although current circle-pivot
irrigation methods limit the wet irrigation area (total area under cultivation) to about 24,310 acres. Groundwater extractions rose in
step with irrigated area, and are today estimated to be between
72,000 and 93,300 acre-ft=year (NDWR 2014), based on crop area
statistics and water levels.
Current Groundwater Situation and Institutions in
Diamond Valley
The USGS estimates the basin’s perennial yield at approximately
35,000 acre-ft=year (Harrill and Lamke 1968; NDWR 2015). The
difference between the perennial yield and the current high rate of
extraction has led to a large and ongoing decrease in groundwater
levels, progressing at a rate of about 2–3 ft=year, and totaling about
100 ft since the 1960s (Tumbusch and Plume 2006). Fig. 1 shows
this decline over the historical record (1961–2012) in data obtained
from four USGS long-term monitoring wells (USGS 2016). This
decline prompted a critical management area designation in August
2015 (NDWR 2015).
As described in Nevada state legislation, the declaration sets in
motion a process to reduce overextraction. Given the rate of extraction, this could involve a large (as much as 64%) curtailment of
existing water rights to bring extraction into line with perennial
yield. Curtailment would occur by 2025—10 years after the
CMA declaration—in the absence of other actions to reduce withdrawals (NDWR 2015; Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.037). As is typical
in many western US states, revocation would proceed by seniority
(i.e., starting with rights most recently granted) (NDWR 2014;
Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.110). In the absence of any action, the aquifer
level would continue to decrease, leading to increased groundwater pumping costs, an eventual reduction in irrigation, and a
© ASCE

Fig. 1. (Color) Water table levels between 1961 and 2012 for four
USGS monitoring stations in the Diamond Valley. (Data from USGS
2016.)

reduction in the flow of several springs and wetlands (NDWR
2014; Tumbusch and Plume 2006).
There are currently 401 Diamond Valley groundwater rights that
are held by 110 legal interests (Young 2015). Most farms in
the Diamond Valley thus draw on multiple rights that vary in their
seniority. The principle of prior appropriation requires that moresenior rights are granted a higher priority of water allocation in
times of shortage; pre-existing rights are protected as new wateruse permits are granted (Bryner and Purcell 2003; Harrison 2001).
Rights are specified as an entitlement to take an annually specified
quantity of water rather than a share of what is available in a
given period (DCNR 2015). Beneficial use requires that extracted
groundwater be applied to purposes deemed beneficial by the state
government or by the courts (Toll 2011). In Nevada, such beneficial
uses include irrigation, mining, stock watering, recreation, commercial, industrial, and municipal uses. Failure to “use beneficially
all or any part of the underground water for the purpose for which
the right is acquired or claimed” for 5 consecutive years can, at least
in principle, result in forfeiture of part or all of that right to the
extent of the nonuse (Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.090). This treatment
stands in contrast to the use of surface waters in Nevada, which
are no longer subject to forfeiture (Harrison 2001; Nev. Rev. Stats.
§ 533.060). Both surface water and groundwater rights are reclaimed
by the state in cases of abandonment (which applies in cases in which
there is clear intent not to use water) (Harrison 2001).
The principle of beneficial use, in particular forfeiture, appears
to be weakly enforced, if at all, in the Diamond Valley. For example, rights in the region were originally granted based on an
assumption of flood irrigation technology, through which farmers
would apply 4 AF/acre on a typical square-shaped 160-acre plot
(or 640 AF/land parcel). Today, nearly all farmers use center-pivot
technology and thus typically irrigate only 125 acres, but pumping
rights that are not being used have not been curtailed. Groundwater
may be traded independently of land in Nevada (i.e., groundwater
rights are severable), via the Office of the State Engineer (NDWR
2015). This right applies to both complete and partial water rights
(i.e., water rights may be divided); however, partial rights sales are
very rare in the Diamond Valley due to limits on available land
imposed by the Bureau of Land Management.
A number of mechanisms exist by which local communities may participate in, and influence, groundwater management
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Fig. 2. (Color) Schematic representation of the stakeholders involved in groundwater management in Nevada under the (a) status quo; and
(b) proposed new institutions for the Diamond Valley.

decisions [Fig. 2(a)]. A petition by a majority of local groundwater
rights holders can compel the State Engineer to designate a basin
as a CMA (which the State Engineer can also designate on the
basis of the groundwater situation without petition). Following a
CMA declaration, the State Engineer must cut water rights to
achieve sustainable abstraction (after a waiting period of 10 years),
or the community must propose alternative means—set out in a
groundwater management plan (GWMP)—to return groundwater
use to sustainable levels. The GWMP must be adopted by the State
Engineer if it meets established criteria. The GWMP mechanism
may thus provide sufficient legal power to introduce institutional
© ASCE

reforms such as changes in the curtailment approach, or new trading institutions that deviate from the principle of prior appropriation. We describe these possibilities in the following sections.
Alternative Rights Regimes
Diamond Valley irrigators have proposed alternatives (ECD 2015)
which call for gradual rights reductions and/or a transition to
shares-based allocations (Young 2015). Rather than curtailing
the most junior rights in their entirety, these alternatives would
see some or all rights converted to water shares. Water shares would
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represent an entitlement to a fraction of the basin’s total available
water, rather than a fixed quantity of water. The basin’s extraction
total would be chosen by the community and approved by the State
Engineer at the start of the program, and would decrease each year.
The long-term goal is to reduce total net use to the perennial yield
amount (i.e., to 35,000 acre-ft=year, but which could be revised
under conditions of changing water availability). The cost of
the total extraction reduction could thus be more evenly distributed
across rights holders relative to a one-time rights curtailment, and it
could be imposed over a longer period. Introducing a more gradual
curtailment period also begins to affect the eventual groundwater
level at which the groundwater table will ultimately stabilize. Moregradual curtailment will cause the groundwater table to stabilize at
a lower level, increasing potential agricultural revenue in the nearterm but increasing the pumping costs for remaining irrigators in
the long term. This shares-based proposal has similarities with
the water management system used in Australia’s Murray–Darling
Basin (Young 2014).
There are several key negotiation points around the design of
the shares-based system. The first is the length of time over which
the reduction of abstraction to meet the perennial yield would
be achieved, because a longer time horizon would result in greater
cumulative extraction and a lower water table. A second is the specific size of the cut to each water right, and how that cut varies as a
function of the priority of the right. In contrast to the status quo,
more-junior rights holders might not lose their right entirely, but
would lose a greater proportion of that right. Such a change would
run counter to the principle of prior appropriation and would
require majority community agreement as well as the approval of
the State Engineer. The community would also have to agree to
cover all administrative costs, and would likely need to establish
a local groundwater board that would allocate groundwater quantities to each share in each season according to the GWMP, and
monitor and enforce water use. To make it possible to implement
any version of the plans under consideration, all use would have to
be metered, a formal water accounting system established, and
penalties for overuse of ground water enforced. Fig. 2(b) shows
a possible institutional setup for this policy. A benefit of such a
shares-based unbundled system is the potential for increased trade
via the introduction of opportunities to trade shares and trade
or bank allocations. Agreement on such a GWMP would put
the CMA-mandated water rights curtailment (planned for 2025)
on hold.

Methods
This report presents a partial-equilibrium benefit–cost analysis of
different scenarios that are aimed at clarifying the value of different
combinations of changes in the water rights institutions in the
Diamond Valley. The baseline against which we assessed the
changes is the default curtailment policy, although we also compared this baseline and the alternatives with a no-action regime
of continued overextraction. In addition to assessing the overall impacts of the potential policy changes, we considered the distribution
of costs and benefits among stakeholders according to the seniority
of the affected water rights. This section describes the model
formulation, followed by the specific institutional scenarios that
were analyzed, and finally the data that were used to parameterize
the model.
Model Formulation
Costs and benefits were calculated using a hydroeconomic optimization model which mathematically integrates essential features
© ASCE

of the spatially distributed groundwater resource and profitmaximizing decisions by farmers, as constrained by the water rights
institutions specified in different scenarios. Within the model, water
allocations among farmers are driven by the marginal economic
value of water, determined on the basis of the revenues from crops
production, net of pumping and other costs. Decisions in the model
are made at the scale of the individual well: each well is linked
to a specific Diamond Valley landholder and corresponds to an
irrigated plot (i.e., an individual 160-acre parcel of land, which
is typically irrigated using center-pivot irrigation that covers
125 acres). Landholders may own more than one well in the basin
and hold multiple water rights of varying priority for their multiple
associated plots; these are aggregated into a landholder-specific
farm. Agricultural production and quantity of extracted groundwater is allowed to vary on the basis of irrigator decisions, with
linkages between aquifer level and pumping activity maintained
throughout. The aquifer level, which dictates water availability
and cost, varies spatially across the study area and varies temporally
due to both seasonal drawdown from local use and annual drawdown from basinwide use.
In order to facilitate analysis of the effects of alternative water
rights institutions, the model is structured to allow the purchase
and sale of water rights by farmers to achieve optimal pumping,
subject to varying constraints on total pumping. Specifically,
the model solves for maximum farm-level operating profits, which
include the aggregated plot-specific irrigation profits from agricultural production over all of a landowner’s plots, plus the revenues
from the sale of water allocations (or minus their purchase). In this
formulation, irrigation profits correspond to the revenue associated
with the sale of crops grown at an individual plot, minus the
operating costs at that plot. The net benefits calculation does not
account for metering/transaction costs associated with a specific
policy.
We assumed that each agricultural plot, w, has a production
function such that


X
yc ¼ fc Qw ;
Hf;m;c
ð1Þ
f

where yc = yield (t) for crop c; Qw = total applied water on plot w
(AF); and H f;m;c = other farm input f (fertilizer, pesticide, labor,
and so on) for crop c using management practice m.
We also assumed that each agricultural plot is a profitmaximizing agent, subject to
X
OPw ¼ Pc yc − aw;y Qw −
bf Hf;m;c
ð2Þ
f

where OPw = total operating profit at plot w; Pc = price of crop c
($=t); aw;y = cost of water at plot w in year y ($=AF); and
bf = cost of other farm input f.
The cost of water from irrigation well w in year y (aw;y ) can be
expressed as a function of the initial depth to the groundwater table,
as well as the total pumping at well w, by year, such that


kQw
aw;y ¼ L  GW w;y þ
ð3Þ
2
where GW w;y = depth to groundwater table (ft) at well w in year y;
L = pumping lift cost ($=AF-ft); and k = intra-annual drawdown
constant (ft=AF).
If we assume that both yield from crop c and the costs of other
farm inputs are a linear function of the total irrigated area on plot w,
Eq. (1) can be expressed as a function of crop type, management
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practice, and pumping costs, which vary according to the depth of
the water table



 
zc Pc − OCm;c
kQw
− L × GW w;y þ
OPw ¼ Qw × Aw
FY m
2
A w z c Pc Ry
ð4Þ
þ
FY m
where zc = maximum crop yield for crop c (t=acre); FY m =
irrigation volume required for full yield under management method
m (AF); OCm;c = acreage-based farm input costs ($=acre);
Ry = total irrigation season precipitation in year y (ft); and Aw =
plot area (acre). The bracketed term in Eq. (4) accounts for
the operating profit generated from crop yield that is supported
by pumped irrigation water, whereas the final term corresponds
to the precipitation-induced crop yield. Precipitation during the
irrigation season (April–October) is responsible, on average, for
12.5%, or 0.5 in., of total water requirements. The effect of crop
rotation patterns, management practices, and variable operating
costs on total farm operating profits are subject to sensitivity analysis in section “Sensitivity to Heterogeneity.”
The well-specific water table depth GWw;y is estimated as
GW w;y ¼ GW w;y−1 þ dw ×

Pw
½ nw¼1
ðQw − I w Þ − SY
nw × Aw × ET − SY

ð5Þ

where dw = annual drawdown constant (ft=AF); I w = rate
of infiltration (AF); SY = sustainable yield of the aquifer (AF);
and ET = consumptive use of irrigated crops (AF=acre). The drawdown constant d at each well is calibrated based on historical
drawdown rates at four monitoring wells with long (>50 years)
historical records. Specifically, at each well w, the drawdown rate
dw is a proximity-weighted function of the drawdown rates at the
nearest two long-term monitoring wells


Xw − X1
dw ¼ d1 þ
X2 − X1


× ðd2 − d1 Þ

ð6Þ

where d1 = drawdown rate at the nearest monitoring well with a
latitude greater than the latitude of well w; d2 = drawdown rate
at nearest monitoring well with a latitude less than the latitude
of well w; and X w = well latitude.
In each year, pumping volumes are allocated across all wells to
maximize basinwide profits from irrigation
fðQÞ ¼ max

X
nw


OPw

ð7Þ

w¼1

This optimization problem is solved using the interior-point
algorithm in MATLAB, an iterative maximization algorithm that
handles constrained nonlinear systems of equations (Mathworks
2016).
Total pumping in the basin is constrained by the annual limits on
extraction cy under a specific institution
nw
X

Qw;y ≤ cy

0 ≤ Qw;y ≤ FY m − Ry

ð9Þ

In institutional scenarios that include water rights trading, the
volumetric price of the groundwater right is equal to the in situ
marginal net benefit (MNB) (i.e., the value of water in the ground)
of the least productive activity receiving an allocation of groundwater. This price is equal to the marginal net benefit value because
it is the price that the last irrigator in the market would bid for the
right to pump. This marginal net benefit of a given use of water at a
well is also equal to the first derivative of operating profit, with
respect to Qw

 

z c Pc R y
MNBw ¼ Aw
− OCm;c − L × ðGW w;y þ kQw Þ
FY m
ð10Þ
Water rights confer a pumping allocation on the basis of the
volume of the water right, the priority of the right, and two institutional reform parameters: the rights-to-shares conversion factor
(RS; 0 ≤ RS ≤ 1), and the shares-to-allocation conversion factor
(SA). Each separate right rt is assigned a priority rank prn on
the basis of the date on which the right was granted; the most senior
right is given a rank of 1, and the most junior right is given a rank of
nR , which is the total number of separate right parcels granted in the
basin. The rights-to-shares conversion factor is a policy parameter
that is used to represent how each water allocation is scaled as a
function of the right’s priority. The shares-to-allocation conversion
factor is used to scale the total basin-wide allocation to the pumping
limit in a given year, such that
PArt ¼ V rt RSprn SAy

ð11Þ

where PA = pumping allocation; and V = water right volume.
The number of shares in the basin remains constant throughout
the course of the simulation. Each year, shares can be converted to
pumping allocation on the basis of the annual pumping limit
cy
rt¼1 V rt RSrt

SAy ¼ Pnrt

ð12Þ

Allocations for each well are then aggregated by individual
rights holders, f, to determine a rights holder’s total pumping allocations in a given year, and these are compared with the optimal
pumping levels calculated in Eqs. (4)–(9). The difference between
allocated pumping and actual pumping is restricted to zero in scenarios without trading. When trading is allowed, this difference,
RSPf , can be positive or negative, indicating water rights sales
or purchases, respectively, such that
RSPf ¼ PAf − Qf

ð13Þ

The sum of RSP across all parties, f, equals zero, indicating that
the market for pumping allocations clears.
Total profit is aggregated at the rights-holder level and is equal
to the irrigation operating profit across all rights-holder wells plus
rights sales (or minus rights purchases)

ð8Þ

X

fwnfw

NBf ¼ wp × RSPf þ

w¼1

Rw

ð14Þ

w¼fw1

Furthermore, the maximum annual pumping at each well is
bounded between zero (nonnegativity constraint) and the irrigation
volume required for full yield at a plot, minus the total irrigationseason precipitation
© ASCE

where fw = index of wells owned by right holder f; NB = net
benefit; and wp = water price as calculated in Eq. (10), i.e., the
marginal net benefit.
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Two additional constraints are applied to pumping at each well.
If, in any year, the depth to the water table at an individual well
drops below the depth of that well, no pumping can occur unless
a new well is drilled. New wells are drilled only if the additional
discounted value from irrigation at that well is greater than the costs
to drill a new well to 300 ft, plus the costs to relocate the pump
station, over an investment horizon of 20 years. The expected additional value of irrigation at that well is equal to the operating profit
that could be generated through irrigation of the entire plot minus
the value of the water rights needed to achieve irrigation of the
entire plot
VNW w
¼

yþ20
X

Aw ðzc Pc − OCm;c Þ − FY m ðL × ðGW w;y þ kQ2 w Þ þ wpy Þ
ð1 þ drÞEVY−y
EVY¼y
ð15Þ

where VNW = expected additional value of irrigation; EVY =
evaluation year; and dr = discount rate.
Wells must also be financially viable (i.e., profitable) for pumping to occur, and this consideration reflects both the marginal and
fixed costs associated with irrigation. Optimal pumping at each
well is determined on the basis of the marginal net benefits of irrigation, but the total profit from a given well must at least cover the
fixed costs of operating the associated plot of land. The total profit
at a well differs from the operating profit in that it must account for
the cost of purchasing additional pumping rights, and this fixed
cost. Individual rights holders maximize their profit by applying
their own pumping allocations to their highest marginal net benefit
plots. Once all of a rights holder’s pumping allocations have been
assigned to these high-value plots, the rights holder may purchase
additional water rights/shares, and the total profit at the remaining
wells is then
 



zc Pc − OCm;c
kQw
PRw ¼ Qw × Aw
− L × GW w;y þ
FY m
2
Aw zc Pc RN y
− wpy ðQw − PAw;f Þ − Fw
ð16Þ
þ
FY m
where PAw;f = remaining pumping allocation available at well w;
and Fw = fixed cost for farming the associated plot. For farming and
pumping to occur, PRw must be greater than or equal to zero.
Institutional Scenarios
Initial pumping in all scenarios is based on estimates of full
irrigation of 227 plots (∼3.5 AF=acre under average precipitation),
or 99,300 AF=year basinwide. However, there are currently
135,000 AF of groundwater rights in the Diamond Valley, because
the rights were originally issued with the intention of providing
4 AF=acre of irrigation. The current center-pivot irrigation techniques use closer to 3.5 AF=acre of irrigation and only reach 125
of the 160 acres on each plot. Water rights curtailments made in this
analysis assume that irrigators retain the full volume of their water
right, not the estimated amounts of pumping.
The Diamond Valley hydroeconomic model was run under five
institutional scenarios that represented different potential management strategies aimed at reducing extractions to the perennial yield
of 35,000 AF=year
1. Scenario A: immediate curtailment based on prior appropriation, as mandated by law, 10 years after the CMA declaration
(i.e., only the 85 most-senior rights representing 35,000 AF of
pumping are preserved);
© ASCE

2. Scenario B: Scenario A, but allowing for trading of full or partial
water rights;
3. Scenario C: immediate curtailment to 99,300 AF according to
prior appropriation, followed by gradual additional curtailment
at a rate of 3%=year, continued under prior appropriation, until
net extraction is equal to the perennial recharge, and allowing
for trading;
4. Scenario D: immediate conversion of all junior rights (i.e., all
but the most senior 35,000 AF of rights), to shares that translate
to a total pumping allocation of 64,300 AF (leaving the
35,000 AF of senior rights intact), followed by a gradual
curtailment of the junior shares at a rate of 3%=year, until
net extraction is equal to the perennial recharge, and allowing
for trading; and
5. Scenario E: Scenario D, but applying a rights-to-shares conversion for all rights.
Finally, for comparison purposes only, we simulated outcomes
for a no-action policy, although this is not the appropriate baseline
given the legal mandate imposed by the CMA declaration to reduce
pumping to the perennial yield, and thus was not considered an
institutional option scenario in our analysis.
As such, the key institutional variables evaluated were the
effects of trading (Scenarios B–E), gradual (rather than one-time)
curtailment of water rights (Scenarios C–E), and the specific rightsto-shares conversion formulas that ascribe greater or lower primacy
to more-senior rights (Scenarios D and E). For the latter, in
Scenario D, at the beginning of the management period, the most
junior 100,000 AF of rights are converted to shares on the basis of a
linear function of their priority rank, such that the most junior right
is converted into a share equal to 70% of its total value (in AF), and
the most senior of those 100,000 AF of junior rights is converted
into a share equal to 100% of its total value (Table 1). This 70%
rights-to-shares conversion rate is an arbitrary benchmark set during discussions with Diamond Valley irrigators. We examine the
impact of different conversion rates in section “Rights-to-Shares
Ratio” and Table 6. These shares are then converted to pumping
allocations such that the conversion initially yields a total of
64,300 AF of pumping for the junior rights holders (in addition
to the 35,000 AF that remain unchanged for the senior rights holders), which declines to zero by the end of the curtailment period,
leaving only the senior rights holders holding pumping rights at the
end of curtailment. In Scenario E, the conversion is similar, except
that all existing 135,000 AF of water rights are converted to shares
at the start of the management period, again on the basis of a linear
function of their priority date. Thus, the most junior right is converted into a share equal to 70% of its total value, and the most
senior right is converted into a 100% share. These shares are then
converted to allocations such that the total initial pumping allocation is 99,300 AF. Gradual curtailment proceeds at the same
3%=year rate for 30 years, until total pumping is reduced to the
perennial yield. In a sense, Scenarios D and E bound the range

Table 1. Illustrative example schedule of rights-to-shares conversion based
on priority date of the right
Right priority date

Rights
volume (AF)

Rights-to-shares
ratio

Total
shares

January 1, 1955
May 4, 1960
June 2, 1968
October 3, 1988
February 3, 2013

400
250
1,280
440
550

1
0.925
0.85
0.775
0.7

400
231.25
1,088
341
385
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Fig. 3. (Color) (a) Location of USGS monitoring wells in the Diamond Valley; and (b) irrigation wells and depth to well bottom in the Diamond
Valley.

of likely potential rights-to-shares scenarios for a gradual
curtailment. Scenario D is perhaps most consistent with prior appropriation in protecting the senior rights that correspond to the
perennial yield of the aquifer, whereas Scenario E is most equitable
in sharing rights reductions while still weighting seniority to some
degree.
We further assumed that no changes in management practices
occur without incentives to reduce pumping. In other words, in
Scenario A, senior rights holders have no incentive to reduce water
pumping, and thus do not engage in improved management. In all
other scenarios, however, trading gives rights holders an incentive
to improve management because this allows them to increase
revenue from trading unneeded rights [as in Eqs. (7)–(10)]. In addition, for Scenarios C–E with immediate and gradually increasing
curtailment, we assumed that the initial cutback in rights is to
the initial pumping level of 99,300 AF and is based on prior appropriation (i.e., only the 284 most-senior rights representing
99,300 AF of pumping are preserved), followed by further curtailment at a rate of 3% per year, until net extraction is reduced to
35,000 AF. This curtailment rate is consistent with early discussions about potential alternative reduction schedules in the
Diamond Valley (Young 2015). In all cases, rights holders drill
a new well at a plot when the benefits from additional irrigation
at that plot are greater than the cost of drilling plus any revenue
from selling the rights.
© ASCE

Data
To calculate the net benefits under each management institution, the
Diamond Valley hydroeconomic model requires detailed data on
water rights ownership, along with the location of and depth to
groundwater at each irrigation well, historical measures of aquifer
depth, crop budgets, management practices, and crop prices. These
data were obtained from a variety of sources in the Diamond Valley
and Nevada, as summarized subsequently.
Groundwater Depth
The depth to the water table in the Diamond Valley aquifer is modeled to vary across space (with a clear north-to-south gradient) and
time (gradual drawdown based on pumping levels), as a function of
the water extraction rate. Drawdown in the model was calibrated by
combining a 50-year historical record of aquifer depth data at four
locations across the Diamond Valley with 179 USGS wells that
provide a more detailed spatial representation of recent aquifer
depths (Fig. 3). Lack of metering in the basin precludes detailed
understanding of pumping over time, but the historical water-level
data revealed a roughly constant decline throughout much of
the record (Fig. 1). As such, the longer time-series data from the
four wells were used to estimate a linear relationship between
total consumptive pumping in the basin—assumed to be
steady at 99,300 AF=yr over this period, based on experiments
conducted by the Diamond Valley Producer’s Cooperative (DVPC)
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Fig. 4. (Color) Cumulative water rights issued in the Diamond Valley
by priority date.

(Jim Gallagher, President of Diamond Valley Producer’s Cooperative, personal communication, 2016) —and aquifer drawdown
measured at those wells, to allow approximation of spatially explicit
water table declines under reduced pumping and using Eq. (3). In
addition, water table depths at each well are allowed to vary intraannually in the model, because seasonal irrigation pumping increases the cone of depression around each well. Data loggers at
a select number of irrigation wells in the Diamond Valley showed
water tables dropping by about 20 ft over the course of the irrigation
season (April–October), followed by rebound in the nonirrigation
season. In lieu of detailed data relating pumping rates to wellspecific drawdown, the model assumes a constant rate of 20 ft under
typical pumping levels, and does not include neighbor effects.
This simplified water budget model of groundwater recharge
and discharge may not be appropriate for many groundwater
systems (Bredehoeft et al. 1982). However, it is appropriate for the
Diamond Valley because its aquifer is a terminal basin. As such,
changes to the aquifer level over the ranges considered by this study
are not likely to significantly affect natural recharge.
Water Rights and Irrigation Well Data
All groundwater rights held by Diamond Valley irrigators were
included in the analysis, including those recently granted to surface water irrigators and ranchers to compensate them for depletion of groundwater-fed springs. Each water right has a unique
priority date, duty (volume), and owner (Fig. 4). Furthermore, local
records identified 227 irrigation wells as being operational (well
depth > 150 ft) and linked to water rights. Each such well is associated with a 160-acre plot of land, and the records indicate its
latitude and longitude, maximum depth, and owner. Maximum well
depth is used in the model to determine whether the well remains
viable as the water table declines. The drilling of a new well is assumed to cost $275=ft, including the cost of lowering the pump
station. The model also assumes that any new well is drilled to a
depth of 300 ft, which is the County Engineer’s estimate of the
aquifer’s floor.
Farm Management Data
Two crops, alfalfa and timothy hay, are grown in the Diamond
Valley. For reasons related to soil conservation and nutrient content,
all farmers appear to follow a strict rotation of timothy hay for
4 years followed by 7 years of alfalfa production. Because the year
of this rotation cycle at each farm is unknown, the model is initialized by randomly assigning to each plot of land a starting point on
this cycle (one of 11 possible years). The relationship between
yield and irrigation is then dependent on plot-specific management
skill. Given the lack of widespread metering in the Diamond Valley,
estimation of the precise irrigation volume needed to reach full
© ASCE

yield (5.5 t=acre for both alfalfa and timothy hay) is not possible.
Most Diamond Valley irrigators currently operate under the assumption that approximately 4 AF=acre of irrigated land (including
an average of 0.5 ft annual precipitation) is used to reach full yield,
but DVPC data suggest that much of this water is lost to deep
infiltration, and that irrigation can be reduced by up to 25%
(3 AF=acre) with no effect on yield. Reducing water lost to deep
infiltration will have no effect on overall aquifer levels, but may
have an impact on the distribution of farm-level profits in a
constrained groundwater market.
Although the DVPC did not explicitly track the costs of improved management practices, it is likely that the primary reason
for the lack of widespread adoption of similar water-saving practices, which should reduce pumping costs, is the cost of increased
vigilance or irrigator effort. Improved management practices could
become profitable if total water rights in the basin were reduced and
the value of groundwater increased. To represent this situation, improved management methods were assumed to increase total labor
costs by 50%, a value that exceeds current potential savings from
reduced pumping and that is consistent with conversations held
with local farmers. Learning costs were not included, although
it is unlikely that new labor-intensive methods would be adopted
the instant they become profitable. Thus, the main analysis assumed a gradual transition to improved management, at a rate
of 2% of plots per year. Once a plot adopts more-efficient management, it continues to use that method until the end of the model
simulation.
Crop Production and Price Data
Data on crop yields, production costs, and crop prices were obtained from the DVPC. Alfalfa can be deficit-irrigated; specifically,
this crop is estimated to generate 80% of total yield with 70% of its
irrigation requirement (Doorenbos and Kassam 1979). However,
irrigators in the Diamond Valley also have the option to fully irrigate a reduced area using the center-pivot irrigation technology.
Although reduced irrigation acreage would linearly reduce yields
(70% of yield for 70% of the irrigation requirements), simple calculations indicate that reduced variable costs for fertilizer, seed, insecticide, and so on make irrigating a smaller area more profitable
than deficit irrigation over an entire plot. Therefore, total pumping
at each well is assumed to be directly proportional to total irrigated
acreage and yield at that plot. Each plot incurs both fixed and variable costs (Tables 2 and 3). Revenues are then obtained from multiple cuttings of alfalfa and timothy hay, each of which have different
prices that vary according to the cutting (Table 4). Each cutting is
assumed to have the same irrigation need, and the total generated
revenue is thus equal to a weighted average of the different prices.
Given traditional management methods, timothy hay generates an
operating profit of $926/irrigated acre and alfalfa generates an operating profit of $847/irrigated acre, before the cost of electricity
used to run irrigation pumps is included.
Base-Case and Sensitivity Analyses
In the base-case analysis, the net profits from irrigation, including
the purchase and sale of groundwater rights (or shares-based allocations, when applicable), are calculated at each irrigation well in
the model over a period of 30 years. Net profits are presented as a
net present value (NPV) over these 30 years, calculated at a 3%
discount rate. The “Results” section presents the overall net benefits as well as the net benefits for three different groups of rights
holders
1. Senior only—these 9 farmers (owning 15 wells) hold only rights
that predate May 1960. Thus, under the default policy of sudden
curtailment according to prior appropriation, these rights would
remain.
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Expense

Alfalfa, traditional
management
($=acre)

Alfalfa improved
management
($=acre)

Timothy hay
traditional management
($=acre)

Timothy hay
improved management
($=acre)

5
10
20
100
12
83
48
4
35
50
2
5
374

5
10
20
100
12
124
72
4
35
50
2
5
439

5
10
20
350
12
83
48
4
35
50
2
5
624

5
10
20
350
12
124
72
4
35
50
2
5
689

Rodent control
Insecticide
Herbicide
Fertilizer
Seed
Hired labor
Operator labor
Accounting and legal
Fuel and lube
Maintenance
Utilities
Miscellaneous
Total

Source: Data from Diamond Valley Producer’s Cooperative (unpublished data 2016).

Table 3. Farm fixed costs
Overhead
costs ($=plot)

Expense
Liability
Office and travel
Buildings, insurance, and equipment
Land
Machinery and vehicles
Total

1,750
750
2,500
9,500
4,500
19,000

Source: Data from Diamond Valley Producer’s Cooperative (unpublished
data 2016).

Table 4. Crop prices
Crop
Timothy hay, first cutting
Timothy hay, second cutting
Alfalfa, first cutting
Alfalfa, second cutting
Alfalfa, third cutting

Revenue
($=t)

Yield
(t=acre)

300
250
230
210
230

3.5
2
1.7
2.2
1.6

Source: Data from Diamond Valley Producer’s Cooperative (unpublished
data 2016).

2. Mixed—these 17 farmers (owning 115 wells) own some senior
rights, but also own rights granted after May 1960. They would
thus lose some, but not all, of their water rights under the default
policy.
3. Junior only—these 40 farmers (owning 97 wells) hold only
rights granted after May 1960, and would thus lose all pumping
rights under the default policy.
We also conducted a sensitivity analysis in order to better
understand the key assumptions that could impact the magnitude
of gains from reforms to water management institutions. Both local
and global sensitivity tests were run to examine the impact of
increased heterogeneity in farm-level variable costs, more flexibility in crop rotation patterns, and changing the rate at which individual farms adopt better management practices. In addition, we
evaluated the water management institutions under three special
scenarios: one in which gradual curtailment occurs more quickly,
at 6%=year; one in which rights are taken away to reflect beneficial
© ASCE

Fig. 5. (Color) Observed and estimated changes in the average depth
to groundwater at historical wells under no-action, default sudden
curtailment, and two alternative gradual-curtailment-rate policies.

use (i.e., before any curtailment occurs, rights are reduced by 32%
to reflect more efficient irrigation and a smaller irrigation area per
plot); and one in which the priority weight applied to the rights-toshares conversion can be changed.

Results
Depth to Groundwater
We began by considering the varying effects of the various modeled
institutions on the water table depth in the aquifer underlying the
Diamond Valley, compared with a no-action policy. Under the default CMA policy (Scenarios A and B), the water table declines
rapidly (as in the no-action case) for 10 years until rights are curtailed, at which point the water table immediately stabilizes (Fig. 5).
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In the gradual curtailment scenarios (Scenarios C–E), slight reductions in pumping begin immediately, reducing the decline of the
water table for the first 10 years relative to the default CMA policy
of sudden curtailment after 10 years. At a curtailment rate of 3% per
year, however, it takes significantly more than 10 years for pumping to reach a sustainable level, leading the water table to stabilize
at a slightly lower level than under the default CMA policy, which
indicates somewhat greater cumulative extraction of water under
this institution. When pumping reductions are implemented at a
faster rate (e.g., 6% per year), the water table instead stabilizes
at a higher level than under the default CMA policy.
Importantly, without any policy action, the water table would
continue to drop rapidly over time, and eventually lead to exhaustion of water storage in the aquifer. Predicting when the bottom of
the aquifer would be reached—estimated to be at 300 ft below
ground level—is difficult due to lack of data about the specific
shape and behavior of this underground storage reservoir. However,
assuming that the historic relationship between extraction and
depth remained stable, most wells (even if they reached the aquifer
floor) in the southern part of the valley would no longer be viable
by 2090, and only a small number would remain by the beginning
of the next century, which would effectively end the decline. A
management policy that is able to stabilize the groundwater table
before these depths are reached will provide benefit to the Diamond
Valley in the form of lower capital costs due to stranded wells,
avoiding issues related to land subsidence, and the return of flow
to the springs in the northern portion of the valley. Quantifying the
benefits of avoiding complete aquifer depletion was beyond the
scope of this work, but all Scenarios (A–E) discussed here help
to achieve these groundwater management goals by stabilizing
the aquifer through policies of curtailment.
One important question for groundwater policy in the Diamond
Valley is the optimal rate (and amount) at which rights curtailment
should proceed. This will determine the level at which the groundwater table ultimately stabilizes, and thus the long-term pumping
(lift) costs for the remaining Diamond Valley irrigators. Our
methodology incorporates the marginal cost of pumping into the
decision-making process for irrigators, but it does not include
the externality costs associated with the marginal increase in future
pumping lifts from the reduced groundwater table. Using observed
levels of drawdown at the four long-term observation wells, assumed constant levels of total Diamond Valley groundwater pumping, and Eq. (3), we can calculate the groundwater table drawdown
at each well per AF of pumping in excess of the 35,000 AF=year
sustainable yield of the basin. Most wells observed drawdowns
ranging between 3.0 and 3.5 × 10−5 ft=AF excess pumping, with
an average drawdown across all active wells of 3.1 × 10−5 ft=AF.
Under typical pumping conditions in the Diamond Valley described
in Table 5 (electric pumps and low-pressure irrigation systems),
lift costs for one AF of water are $0.125=ft, in line with irrigator
financial records provided by the Diamond Valley Producer’s
Cooperative. For every AF of excess pumping, on average,
$3.875 × 10−6 is added to the cost of pumping one AF of water

Table 5. Pumping lift cost estimates
Factor
Pump efficiency
Electric motor efficiency
Water weight
Lift energy
Energy cost
Total lift cost
© ASCE

Value
0.725
0.9
2.72 × 106 lb=AF
3.77 × 10−7 kWh=ft-lb
$0.08=kWh
$0.1257=AF-ft

in the future (due to increased lift costs). If this value is applied
to 3.5 AF=acre of pumping at every well, a 3% discount rate
translates into $12.77 of NPV externality cost per AF of excess
pumping (assuming 100 years of continuous irrigation). This value
is significant, but not enough to suggest that groundwater levels
are anywhere near the socially optimum level. Before including
pumping costs, operating profits are $847=acre for alfalfa and
$926=acre for timothy hay. Assuming the status quo application
of 3.5 AF=acre and a pumping cost of $0.125=ft, the groundwater
table would have to be over 1,900 ft below surface before alfalfa
production becomes unprofitable (over 2,100 ft for timothy hay). If
the marginal externality cost is added to this pumping cost, this
depth is reduced to only 1,824 and 2,000 ft for alfalfa and timothy
hay, respectively. This is significantly deeper than what is believed
to be the bottom of the Diamond Valley groundwater aquifer
(∼300 ft).
There is also, however, a distributional aspect to this groundwater externality cost. All of the excess pumping is, by definition,
done by irrigators with junior rights. However, the costs of the reduced groundwater table are felt by all irrigators, junior and senior
alike. Rights holders with only senior rights see no benefit from
basinwide pumping beyond the 35,000 AF sustainable yield of
the aquifer, but they do experience higher lift costs from the additional pumping. If we consider only the externality cost to these
senior-only rights holders, it translates into $1.69 of lost NPV/AF
of excess pumping. At current rates of overextraction, this
translates into $108,910 of additional pumping costs per year
for senior-only rights holders, or about 7.5% of the current annual
operating profit for the group. The benefits from pumping to junior
and mixed rights holders are much higher than these costs, but the
distributional effects suggest that some form of groundwater management is needed, even though current groundwater levels are significantly higher than what would be considered socially optimal.
Economic Benefits to Irrigators
The analysis next considered the economic implications of each
groundwater management policy, first for Diamond Valley irrigators as a whole, and then for the three classes of rights holders
(senior only, mixed, and junior only). The relative impact of each
management policy (Scenarios A–E) is illustrated in Fig. 6. Each
successive policy results in some level of overall NPV gains for
Diamond Valley irrigators, although the overall gains from introducing markets for rights trading (Scenario B) and imposing a
gradual (3%=year) curtailment of rights (Scenario C) are much
larger than the gains from the rights-to-shares conversion introduced in Scenarios D and E. The overall gains accrue to all user
groups, except in Scenario E, in which large gains to junior-only
rights holders come at the expense of large losses to senior-only
rights holders.
For the default CMA policy without trading (Scenario A), irrigation generates a NPV of $273 million in operating profits. Senior
rights holders accounts for $33 million of this amount, farmers with
mixed rights receive $162 million, and farmers with only junior
rights generate operating profits of $78 million (Fig. 6). Trading
(Scenario B) allows for an increase in total NPV of 11% (to
$302 million), with gains being distributed equitably among senior
rights holders (12% gain, to $37 million), mixed rights holders (9%
gain, to $177 million), and junior rights holders (15% gain, to
$90 million). The ability to purchase water rights allows a small
number of junior rights holders to continue farming beyond the date
of curtailment. This reallocation of rights through trade distributes
water to more-valuable uses within the Diamond Valley, as senior
rights holders sell some of their rights to junior rights holders with
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Fig. 6. (Color) Total NPV operating profits accruing to junior, senior, and mixed rights holders under different GMPs and groundwater levels over
30 years (2016–2045) at 3% discount rate.

lower pumping costs and/or improved management practices,
increasing the value of a given volume of water. The fact that gains
from trade are relatively modest (an increase of 11% compared
with the no-trade scenario) is largely a consequence of relative economic homogeneity throughout the region. The effects of increasing regional heterogeneity are examined in section “Sensitivity to
Heterogeneity.”
In the gradual-curtailment scenarios (C–E), NPV increases as
would be expected given the higher cumulative pumping (at a rights
curtailment rate of 3% per year) noted in section “Depth to Groundwater.” In Scenario C, NPV increases 9% relative to Scenario B
and 21% relative to Scenario A (to $329 million) (Fig. 6); the only
difference between Scenarios B and C is the gradual curtailment of
rights, starting in Year 1, under Scenario C, in contrast to the sudden curtailment after 10 years in Scenario B. Fig. 6 also shows
benefits to all three rights holder groups, including a 10% gain
(to $40 million) relative to Scenario B for senior rights holders,
who take advantage of the increased opportunities for trade. By starting a market in Year 1 (as opposed to Year 10 as in Scenario B) and
increasing the number of junior rights holders that are able to pump
while their groundwater rights are being withdrawn gradually,
the price and volume of rights sold by senior rights holders increase,
raising their overall operating profits. Mixed rights holders generate
NPV of $189 million, due to increased pumping under their junior
rights and a better market for their senior rights, an increase of 7%
over Scenario B. Finally, junior rights holders, who benefit from
increased opportunities to pump, see an increase in NPV of 11%,
to $100 million.
Over the course of the entire 30-year simulation, an increase in
the rate of curtailment reduces overall pumping and farmer revenue.
An alternate Scenario C (not shown in Fig. 6) using a gradual curtailment rate of 6% per year reduces the total NPV operating profit
© ASCE

to $235 million, or 24% less than Scenario B (and 31% lower than
Scenario C using a gradual curtailment of 3% per year). These
losses are primarily felt by farmers with only junior rights, who
produce an NPVof $43 million in operating profit (a 59% reduction
compared with sudden curtailment in Scenario B, and a 64%
reduction from the Scenario C baseline). Those with mixed rights
see their net present value operating profits reduced to $152 million,
a 14% reduction from Scenario B and a 21% reduction from
the baseline gradual curtailment case. Senior rights holders are
unaffected by changes to the curtailment rates.
In Scenarios D and E, priority-based water rights are converted
to shares. The impact of this conversion, relative to the gains
from trade (Scenario B) and gradual curtailment (Scenario C) is
illustrated in Fig. 6. This institutional change allows the most
efficient holders of junior rights (who are in both the junior and
mixed groups) to offset their fixed costs and stay in production
for a slightly longer period, resulting in overall gains of about
1% (Scenario D) and 1.6% (Scenario E) relative to Scenario C.
However, Fig. 6 also illustrates substantial distributional differences between Scenarios D and E. In Scenario D, senior rights are
protected from any curtailment, whereas in Scenario E, all rights
are subject to curtailment (albeit with a preferential weight applied
to seniority). Holders of only junior rights generate $137 million in
NPV, an increase of 37% compared with Scenario D. In contrast,
mixed and senior only rights holders generate $174 million and
$24 million in NPV, respectively, a 10% and 41% decrease for these
two groups relative to Scenario D. Nearly all the distributional
effects observed in Scenario E are captured by the market value
of the water rights transferred from senior-only and mixed rights
holders to junior rights holders during the rights-to-shares conversion. Using the market price of water in Scenario D, junior-only
rights holders gain NPV $32.2 million of water shares under the
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Fig. 7. (Color) Total plots producing enough operating profit to meet fixed costs, by irrigator type under each groundwater management scenario
over the 30-year simulation period (2016–2045): (a) Scenario A; (b) Scenario B; (c) Scenario C; (d) Scenario D; and (e) Scenario E.

rights-to-shares conversion described in Scenario E, or a direct
policy-based transfer equal to 32% of the total NPV in Scenario D.
This zero-sum transfer of water shares comes at the expense of
senior-only rights holders, who lose $15.1 million, which is equivalent to a transfer of 37% of their total NPV, and mixed rights holders, who lose $17.1M NPV, a transfer of 8.8% of their total NPV.
This net transfer of value in the form of water shares makes up
nearly all of the distributional change in NPV observed between
Scenarios D and E. From a legal perspective, this redistribution,
which runs counter to the doctrine of prior appropriation, could
face substantial hurdles.
One of the ancillary benefits of this redistribution, however, is
that many more farmers produce profits exceeding the fixed costs at
a plot under Scenario E (Fig. 7). Scenarios D and E grant junior
rights holders more pumping allocations than under the prior
appropriation-based systems in Scenarios A–C, reducing the total
cost of purchasing allocations necessary to exceed fixed costs at
their farms. Maintaining more-equitable production could have
positive effects in maintaining the long-term vibrancy of the
Diamond Valley community, although quantifying this benefit
was beyond the scope of this analysis. However, the increase in
the total number of farms under production also means that total
fixed costs increase in moving from Scenario C to Scenarios D
and E. When fixed costs are taken into account, Scenarios D
and E actually generate less net (rather than operating) profit
than Scenario C. Maximum basinwide net profits are achieved
under Scenario C, with a 30-year NPV of $262 million. This total
NPV decreases to $261 million (<1% reduction) under Scenario D,
and decreases by 1.5%, to $259 million, under Scenario E.
Simply for the purposes of comparison, we calculated that
irrigators would be able to generate a total NPV of $453 million
in operating profits (and $366 million in total profits, including
fixed costs) over the 30-year model period if no action to curtail
groundwater extraction were taken. In this case, senior rights
© ASCE

holders would generate $30 million (lower than in scenarios B–D,
because of lower overall groundwater levels and no market for
rights sales), mixed rights holders $229 million, and junior rights
holders $194 million in operating profit. Current legislation does
not allow for this no-action scenario which would effectively exhaust the aquifer and lead to long-term economic losses beyond the
30-year period evaluated here.
Rights-to-Shares Ratio
The redistribution of rights into shares that occurs in Scenarios D
and E depends on the priority-based weight applied to each right.
In the baseline case, the most senior right is granted a weight of
100% (meaning 1 AF of rights translates into one share), and the
most junior right is granted a weight of 70% (1 AF of rights equals
0.7 shares). The remaining rights are assigned a weight between
70% and 100%, varying linearly based on the priority rank of
the right. Changes to these priority-based weights can have a slight
impact on the distributional changes in NPV, particularly in
Scenario E in which senior rights are not protected. Table 6 lists
the NPV operating profits accruing to each right holder class
under different weighting structures. The weighting values listed in
Table 6 are applied to the junior-most right, with the remaining
rights increasing linearly by priority rank until the senior-most
right, which is assigned a weight of 100%. Adjusting these weights
may be one way in which disagreements over distributional effects
of the rights-to-shares conversion could be solved.
Beneficial-Use Adjustment
As noted previously, the vast majority of Diamond Valley irrigators
today use center-pivot technology to irrigate their fields. As a consequence, they are likely using less water than the 4 AF=acre they
were originally granted, because of greater watering efficiency
(needs are 3.5 AF=acre) and the smaller area of cultivated land
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Table 6. Scenario E operating profits (30-year NPV) for senior, mixed, and junior rights holders under various rights-to-shares conversion weights
Prioirty weight,
junior-most right

NPV operating profit,
senior-only right holders
($ million)

NPV operating profit,
mixed right holders
($ million)

NPV operating profit,
junior-only right holders
($ million)

33
26
24
23

180
176
174
169

119
133
137
143

0.0
0.5
0.7 (Baseline)
1.0

Downloaded from ascelibrary.org by North Carolina State University on 03/26/19. Copyright ASCE. For personal use only; all rights reserved.

Note: Values range from the junior-most right being worth an equal quantity of shares as the senior-most right (priority weight = 1.0) to the junior-most
right being worth 0 shares. Weights increase linearly with right priority, and the senior-most right is worth 1.0 shares (per AF of right) under all weighting
options.

Table 7. Change in NPV operating profit after a BUA within Scenarios A–E, for each right holder group
Right holder
type
Senior-only
Mixed
Junior-only
Total

Operating profit
change after BUA,
Scenario A ($ million)
−2
−8
þ16
þ6

(−6%)
(−5%)
(þ21%)
(þ2%)

Operating profit
change after BUA,
Scenario B ($ million)
−5
−7
þ15
þ3

Operating profit
change after BUA,
Scenario C ($ million)
−7
−7
þ18
þ4

(−14%)
(−4%)
(þ17%)
(þ1%)

(125 rather than 160 acres). It has therefore been argued that the
State Engineer could invoke the beneficial-use clause of the prior
appropriation doctrine as a justification for making across-theboard cuts to the baseline level of existing rights, reducing the total
amount of rights by 25% to roughly 99,300 AF, in line with the
estimate of current pumping. In effect, the State Engineer would
recognize only water rights that are currently being applied in
the Diamond Valley, allowing more-junior rights holders to maintain their water rights after curtailment. Invoking the beneficial-use
mechanism as a means of justifying expropriation is uncommon in
the western United States, and it is likely that senior rights holders,
in particular, would view this action as a violation of their rights.
The State Engineer’s argument would be made even more difficult
by the lack of monitoring records that could be used to establish
exactly how much water the valley’s rights holders have been
pumping.
Nonetheless, a beneficial-use adjustment (BUA) would affect
the distribution of benefits under Scenarios A–D (across-the-board
cuts to rights would leave Scenario E unchanged). Table 7 indicates
small gains overall, but significant distributional changes. Junior
rights holders generate gains, at the expense of mixed and senior
rights holders. By reducing the volume of water rights across the
board, the group of senior rights holders (those owning a share of
the most-senior 35,000 AF of rights) is broadened. This gives some
of the farmers previously referred to as junior rights holders access
to rights that are protected from curtailment in Scenarios A–D.
Likewise, farmers who previously owned senior rights see the
volume of those rights diminished, reducing the amount those
farmers can use and/or sell. In Scenario E, the BUA has no effect
on NPV operating profits for any of the farmers because all shares
are distributed based on a conversion from the initial rights based
on the priority rank of those rights. Across-the-board cuts to water
rights do not affect the priority rank of any individual right, so the
shares would be distributed to farmers in exactly the same proportion, with or without a BUA.
Sensitivity to Heterogeneity
Under base-case assumptions, as shown previously, introducing
tradeable rights and alternative rights structures generate moderate
© ASCE

Operating profit
change after BUA,
Scenario D ($ million)

(−18%)
(−4%)
(þ18%)
(þ1%)

−7
−9
þ19
þ3

(−18%)
(−5%)
(þ19%)
(þ1%)

Operating profit
change after BUA,
Scenario E ($ million)
0
0
0
0

(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)

NPV gains. One might expect these benefits to be greater with
greater heterogeneity across farms, because alternative rights structures would allow larger gains from trade. To test this hypothesis,
three different forms of heterogeneity were introduced into the
model framework: variable farm operating costs, changes to the
rate of adopting better management practices, and increased flexibility in the crop rotation schedule. Figs. 8(a–c) shows the changes
to net present operating profit under local changes to each variable
(i.e., with the values of the remaining two heterogeneous variables
set to their base-case values).
In the base case, it is assumed that each farm has a uniform variable cost (dollars/acre) for producing alfalfa and timothy hay.
Although the region is geographically small and subject to similar
climatic conditions, differences in soil, topography, operator experience, and access to farm equipment may lead to differences in the
costs facing individual farmers, and therefore the use of average
costs provided by the Diamond Valley Producer’s Cooperative
for all farmers would understate the potential benefits of trading.
We allowed for variability in costs by perturbing the variable costs
(dollars/acre) at each farm. Three separate ranges of perturbations
were applied randomly to each farm, to contrast with the base case
(no perturbations): a small range (individual farms randomly assigned a perturbation cost of −$100 to $100=acre), a medium range
(random perturbation of −$200 to $200=acre), and a high range
(random perturbation of −$300 to $300=acre). The average change
in farm variable cost is zero, but a larger range increases the heterogeneity experienced across Diamond Valley farms. Increased variable cost heterogeneity increases the gains in overall NPV
operating profits introduced by trading (moving from Scenario
A to Scenario B) [Fig. 8(a)]. This agrees with the basic intuition
that trading facilitates maximization of the marginal value of water
when producers face different costs. In the base-case scenario,
higher-value farms with junior rights often fail to offset their fixed
costs when they need to purchase more pumping allocations,
because the difference in marginal benefits between the lowand high-value farms is relatively small. These higher-value farms
therefore do not participate in the market, but rather exit from farming. With increased heterogeneity in variable operating costs, farms
with lower operating costs can purchase larger quantities of water
rights and still generate sufficient operating profit to meet these
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Fig. 8. (Color) NPVoperating profits, over 30 years at a 3% discount rate, accruing to all Diamond Valley farmers across management scenarios given
changes in variables related to farm heterogeneity: (a) change in costs; (b) change in management; and (c) change in crop rotation period. Local
sensitivity to changes in each variable is shown in color.

fixed costs. In Scenarios D, and E, this effect is slightly enhanced
because the farms with the most-junior rights are granted more initial pumping rights as a result of conversion of rights to priorityweighted shares, allowing even more of the high-value farms with
junior rights to continue production.
Heterogeneity between farmers can also emerge from differences in the rate at which they adopt improved management
techniques, which increases marginal benefits by increasing irrigation efficiency. If better management practices are adopted by some
farmers at a faster rate, those farmers’ new excess water rights can
be sold on the market to junior rights holders. Fig. 8(b) shows the
effects of farmers adopting the practices at rates ranging from 0% of
the total population per year to 10%. Increased rates of adoption
generally result in higher operating profits for Diamond Valley
farmers. When the adoption rate of improved management techniques falls to 0% (i.e., the market for groundwater rights/pumping
allocations does not incentivize any farmers to improve management practices), NPV operating profits for the Diamond Valley fall
relative to the base case, under all institutions.
A third type of heterogeneity can emerge from allowing flexibility in the crop rotation utilized by farmers. In the base case, every
plot grew timothy hay for 4 years, followed by 7 years of alfalfa.
Timothy hay is the more profitable crop, and alfalfa is used to promote soil health. However, economic pressures could lead some
farmers to attempt to lengthen the period over which they grow
timothy hay, shortening the amount of time that alfalfa is planted.
Here, we explore the effect of changing crop rotations from a uniform length of 4 years of timothy hay production to one in which
some farmers can grow timothy hay for up to 6, 8, or 10 years
(all scenarios maintain an 11-year crop rotation cycle). In the 6-year
case, each farmer is randomly assigned a timothy hay period of
4, 5, or 6 years; in the 8-year case each farmer is randomly assigned
a period of between 4 and 8 years; in the 10-year case, each
farmer is randomly assigned a period of between 4 and 10 years.
© ASCE

Lengthening the timothy hay growing period increases NPV operating profits in all Scenarios (A–E) [Fig. 8(c)]. However, the effect
of allowing heterogeneity in the crop rotation schedule is significantly smaller than the effect of operating cost variability or an increase in adoption of better management practices. Furthermore,
this analysis does not include potential negative effects of degraded
soil quality (lower yield, lower quality crops) from changing the
rotation schedule.
When these three sensitivities are considered together, increased
heterogeneity generally leads to increases in NPV operating profits
under all Scenarios A–E, and for all rights holders [Figs. 9(a–d)].
The only scenarios which cause a reduction in NPV operating
profits are those in which the better-management-practice adoption
rate is reduced to 0% (dark blue lines), from a base case rate of
2%=year. Under heterogeneous conditions, valleywide NPV operating profit increases by up to 18% when rights become tradeable
in Scenario B (compared with an 11% increase from trading
under baseline conditions). Gradual curtailment under heterogeneous conditions in Scenario C generates gains of up to 14% over
Scenario B (compared with 9% increases under baseline conditions). More heterogeneity increases the value of policies that allow
trading and more-gradual curtailment of pumping rights. However,
even under the most heterogeneous assumptions, the introduction
of shares-based systems in Scenarios D and E generates small gains
compared with Scenario C (0.5%–2%), which are comparable to
the gains made under base-case conditions. Distributional effects
are also present across all sensitivity scenarios, driven by the reallocation of water shares from senior rights holders to junior rights
holders. Senior-only rights holders on average lose water shares
equivalent in value to 37% of their operating profit, mixed rights
holders lose shares equivalent to 8.8% of their profit, and junioronly rights holders gain 33% relative to Scenario D. This transfer
from senior rights holders to junior rights holders is significantly
higher than the externality costs to senior rights holders discussed
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Fig. 9. (Color) NPV operating profits, over 30 years at a 3% discount rate, accruing to (a) senior rights holders; (b) mixed rights holders; (c) junior
rights holders; and (d) all Diamond Valley farmers. Lines show the global sensitivity range to changes in all three variables; color shows the change
in value of the dominating driver of these sensitivities (i.e., rate of adoption of better management practice).

in section “Depth to Groundwater,” and would likely serve as the
basis for legal objections to the management plan described in
Scenario E. This suggests that a switch to a shares-based system
would not generate significant systemwide benefit gains compared
with a rights-based trading system with gradual rights curtailment,
even if farmers in the Diamond Valley are or become more heterogeneous than the base case assumes.
Rights Banking
Although not included in this analysis, institutions that allow for
groundwater trading can also allow rights banking, in which rights
or pumping allocations from 1 year can be banked in order to be
used or sold in subsequent years. Banking increases profits for a
famer who would otherwise use his rights (i.e., either sell or irrigate) only if the unit price for water rights increases faster than that
farmer’s discount rate. Water distribution systems that incorporate a
significant amount of groundwater banking typically include the
conjunctive use of surface and groundwater, with banks providing
stability when surface water deliveries have large interannual variability. The Diamond Valley does not rely on variable surface water
supplies in any significant way. Precipitation in the valley is sparse,
and most of the annual groundwater recharge occurs via subsurface
flow into the terminal groundwater basin. However, we examined
the potential role banking could play during the curtailment period
as irrigators buy and sell varying quantities of water allocations
based on the market price. The year-over-year increase in the price
for a water right/allocation calculated in this simulation can provide
an estimate of the potential for groundwater banking in the
Diamond Valley. Fig. 10 shows the annual change in price for
groundwater rights in Scenario E under different assumptions about
the rate of curtailment and the level of heterogeneity. More junior
rights holders remain in production in Scenario E, producing a
© ASCE

groundwater market that is more responsive to contraction in overall pumping allocations than one with fewer potential buyers. The
utility of groundwater banking in the Diamond Valley is best
demonstrated under these conditions.
The change in the per unit price for pumping allocations is larger
in cases with increased heterogeneity. Under more-heterogeneous
conditions, there is a larger change in the marginal net benefit of
the least-valued user from a given reduction in the total supply of
pumping allocations. In essence, water demand in the Diamond
Valley becomes more inelastic. Similarly, there is a larger increase
in price (at least initially) in cases in which pumping curtailment is
implemented at a higher rate, causing a greater reduction in supply
from year-to-year. In both the base case and the cases with greater
heterogeneity, there is significantly higher growth in the value of
water for the first two or three years of 9%=year curtailment. This
growth is short-lived, and is then followed by a reduction. Price
reductions occur when high-value junior rights holders can no longer meet the fixed costs at their farms and accordingly exit the market. At a 9%=year curtailment rate, junior rights holders are forced
into this insolvency more quickly, and their rapid exit from the
rights market has a more pronounced effect on the value of water.
Under base-case conditions, the annual price growth is generally
less than 5%=year on average, and below 2%=year in most years of
the simulation, regardless of the curtailment rate. This analysis used
a 3% discount rate to calculate the profits from irrigation and
groundwater management. Most of the farmers in the Diamond
Valley, some of whom use farm loans to pay planting costs, likely
have considerably higher private discount rates. Even under the
more conservative 3% discount rate, the growth in price for pumping allocations observed under base-case conditions is therefore
unlikely to incentivize groundwater banking in the Diamond Valley.
When there is more heterogeneity, in contrast, the annual growth
in the unit price of a pumping allocation regularly exceeds 5%.
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Fig. 10. (Color) Annual change in price in management Scenario E under different rates of gradual curtailment and heterogeneity.

At a curtailment rate of 3% per year (dotted blue line), for example,
the unit price of pumping allocations initially grows at just over
10% per year (although the high price growth is relatively shortlived). Higher curtailment rates (e.g., 6% and 9%=year) produce
higher levels of price growth over a more sustained period. Thus,
it may be possible for rights banking to increase NPV profits for
individual farmers and the Diamond Valley if heterogeneity and curtailment rates are sufficiently high.

Discussion and Conclusions
The Diamond Valley of Nevada was recently declared a groundwater critical management area due to severe overpumping of water
from its aquifer; this declaration requires a reduction of extraction
to sustainable levels in 10 years. In order to evaluate the economic
implications of different institutions designed to reduce pumping to
sustainable levels in the region, this study developed and analyzed
the effects of different management reforms using a spatially
explicit hydroeconomic model. The model simulated changes in
the groundwater level and the implications for optimal crop production and economic benefits over time. The institutions considered
included a default curtailment plan (based on prior appropriation)
induced by the State Engineer’s recent CMA declaration, options
allowing for trading of water rights, sudden versus gradual curtailment of rights in excess to sustainable yield, and conversion to a
new shares-based approach modeled on management methods used
in water markets in Australia. This represents the first study to our
knowledge that compares the economic impact of such widely
varying rights and trading institutions in the United States. The
model did not estimate the costs of bankruptcies, monitoring costs,
or any legal challenges associated with specific policies, nor did it
estimate the benefits of increased organization and liquidity in the
local water rights market.
The analysis revealed that there are material economic benefits
to the Diamond Valley as a whole under institutions that allow
water rights trading (11% increase in NPV) and a gradual (rather
than sudden) curtailment of pumping allocations (9%). Smaller additional benefits (0.5%–2%) emerge as a result of a conversion to a
shares-based approach, but these benefits are only seen in terms of
© ASCE

operating profits, and are slightly negative when fixed costs are
taken into account. Estimates of the distributional effects of the
shares-based conversion described in Scenario E are large, however, because senior water rights are converted to shares and curtailed, reducing the total curtailment of junior water rights. Large
shifts in income from senior rights holders to junior rights holders
are primarily explained by the transfer of value in the form of increased water shares assigned to junior rights holders in Scenario E.
This effect can be ameliorated somewhat if the weight given to junior rights is reduced during the rights-to-shares conversion process.
If the priority-based rights system is left in place (no conversion to
shares), a beneficial-use adjustment, applied to water rights before
curtailment, will also increase the profit generated by the juniorrights holders at the expense of the senior and mixed rights holders.
Rights banking also appears unlikely under base case assumptions
about the heterogeneity in the Diamond Valley.
Consistent with intuition and prior literature, the gains from
trade increase with heterogeneity across farms. Evidence suggests
that cropping patterns in the Diamond Valley are fairly homogeneous, but it is possible that the base-case analysis understates
heterogeneity in costs of production and in responses to dynamic
efficiency incentives. If Diamond Valley farms are more heterogeneous than described in the baseline conditions, the benefits from
trading increase, and there is some potential to increase profits
through banking, particularly when the gradual curtailment rate
is high.
Holders of more-junior rights see the largest decline in profits
due to curtailment, but using a shares-based approach or applying a
beneficial use adjustment before curtailment can increase the profits to that group, at the expense of senior rights holders. The net
increase to valleywide profits from these changes would be small,
and their distributional consequences raise the possibility that this
conversion could be challenged in court. Converting water rights
into shares would almost certainly be opposed by most senior rights
holders, who could view the action as an expropriation of their
rights by junior holders. It may also be difficult to set a baseline
for a beneficial use adjustment because the Diamond Valley does
not possess official records of pumping and water use. These
changes could be perceived to fall outside the principle of prior
appropriation as it is practiced in the western United States, and
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could lead to the courts finding that they violate existing groundwater rights.
Nonetheless, there are circumstances that could still help junior
rights holders in this case. More heterogeneity between farmers
could increase junior rights holders’ profits during and after curtailment. Although it is uncertain whether there is any meaningful variability in operating costs in the Diamond Valley, it is relatively easy
to imagine that some farmers, and particularly junior rights holders,
could more rapidly adopt better management practices. Farmers
could be incentivized to adopt these practices through institutions
that encourage trading (e.g., because any saved water could be sold
on the market for profit), increasing the value of a well-functioning
rights market. Gradual curtailment of water rights also results in
increased profits across the Diamond Valley, and among junior
rights holders in particular. Because pumping costs are only a small
percentage of farm operating costs, reducing the rate of curtailment
increases the profits obtained by junior rights holders, even when
the groundwater table drops (inducing higher pumping costs).
The Diamond Valley offers important advantages as a case study
site for the analysis of groundwater trading. It is a relatively simple
and isolated system, allowing for high confidence in model results
and the opportunity to clearly understand the implications of institutional changes. Our analysis of the novel change under consideration in the Diamond Valley, a conversion from a priority-based
curtailment of existing water rights to a shares-based system with
gradually decreasing basinwide pumping allocations, demonstrates
potential economic benefits. Even so, it appears that the beneficial
aspects of this policy, namely the creation of a common market in
which to trade rights and the ability to gradually, rather than suddenly, curtail rights, could be built into the existing priority-based
rights structure. The conversion of rights to shares itself, as a policy
tool, offers only minor efficiency improvements (in terms of either
operating or total profits), and mainly alters the number of farmers
who continue to irrigate in the valley. A greater total number of
irrigators could provide broader vitality benefits to the region that
are not estimated within this study. Meanwhile, the redistributional
nature of the conversion to shares component of the institutional
change, paired with the lack of broader, population-wide gains,
may make it difficult for this element to survive legal concerns
about moving away from the prevailing priority-based water rights
institution.
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